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Abstract 
In this paper we study two types of edge-disjoint packings of graphs. The induced edge- 
disjoint G packing problem is: given graph H and integer k, does H contain at least k copies of 
G as induced subgraphs such that no two such copies of G share an edge. We show that if G has 
at most two edges then the induced edge-disjoint G packing problem belongs to P, whereas for 
all other graphs G the problem is NP-complete. 
The second edge-disjoint packing problem concerns partial subgraphs and asks whether 
a given graph H contains at least k copies G as partial subgraphs such that no two such copies 
of G share an edge. We show that if G has any connected component with at least three edges 
then this problem is NP-complete. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of packing in graphs may be viewed as the attempt to pack as many 
copies of a fixed graph G as possible into a given graph H subject to some predefined 
conditions. For example, matching may be viewed as the packing of edges under the 
condition of vertex-disjointness. Furthermore, many vertex or edge partitioning 
problems may be formulated as packing problems. We see that the above informal 
notion of packing leaves unspecified the type of subgraph packing to be performed (i.e. 
partial or induced subgraphs) as well as the conditions the packing must satisfy. To 
make these concepts precise we now define the following. 
The F-G’ packing problem: Given graph H and integer k, does H contain at least 
k copies of G as induced subgraphs such that no two such copies of G share a copy of 
F as an induced subgraph. 
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The F-GP packing problem: Given graph H and integer k, does H contain at least 
k copies of G as partial subgraphs such that no two such copies of G share a copy of 
F as a partial subgraph. 
In cases where these two notions coincide (for example when F and G are complete 
graphs), the notation of F-G’lP packing will be used. Similarly, some proofs will apply 
to both the induced and partial packing problems; again the notation of F-G”P 
packing will be used. Thus, we see that the K,-KYP packing problem is precisely 
matching, the classical packing problem shown to be solvable in polynomial time by 
Edmonds [4]. The following generalizations of matching may also be stated as 
packing problems. 
(i) Kj-Kf’P: Here we wish to have as many copies of Ki as possible such that no 
two such copies share a Kj (i.e. intersect in j or more nodes). In [3] it was shown that 
the Kj-Kf’P packing problem is NP-complete for i > 3, 1 < j 6 i - 1. 
(ii) K1-G’: Now one wants as many vertex-disjoint induced copies of G as pos- 
sible. Kirkpatrick and Hell [9] have shown that this problem is NP-complete for each 
graph G which has at least three vertices; otherwise the problem is in P. 
(iii) K,-GP: Kirkpatrick and Hell [9] also completely resolved the vertex-disjoint 
partial packing problem. The problem is NP-complete if G has any connected 
component with at least three vertices; otherwise the problem is in P. 
(iv) G-G’jP: Th e G-G’jP packing problem is precisely the problem of enumerating 
the number of copies of G in the given graph H. Since G is fixed, this problem belongs 
to P. 
We now turn our attention to the KZ-GIIP packing problem. From the above 
comments we see that K2-KYP packing belongs to P whereas the K2-Kf’P (i 2 3) 
problem is NP-complete (also shown by Holyer [7]). Furthermore, Holyer [7] proved 
that the K,-CYP (i 3 3) problem is NP-complete. Finally, Masuyama and Ibaraki 
[12] have provided a linear time algorithm for the K,-P; problem. In this paper we 
completely characterize the complexity status of the K2-G’ problems for all graphs 
G as well as the K2-GP problems for all connected graphs G. We first examine F-G’ 
problems which belong to P and conclude that K,-Pi has a polynomial time solution. 
In Section 3 we establish the NP-completeness of the K2-G11P problems for any 
G where G is connected, G # P3 and G is of cardinality 3 3. Finally, in Section 4 we 
deal with disconnected graphs and show that if G has at least 3 edges then the K2-G’ 
packing problem is NP-complete. Throughout the paper Pi, Ci and Ki will refer to the 
paths, cycles and complete graphs, respectively, on i nodes. Ki, j denotes the complete 
bipartite graph with cell sizes i and j. K 1, 3 is called a claw and a graph that contains no 
induced claw is called claw-free. An edge is called pendant if one of the endpoints has 
degree 1. 
2. Polynomial time F-G’ packing problems 
As often noted, the matching problem may be formulated as the independent set 
problem on line graphs. We now generalize the notion of line graphs so that the F-G’ 
packing problem may be stated as an equivalent independent set problem. Given 
a graph H, we define F-G’(H) (the generalized line graph of H) as the graph whose 
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vertex set is the set of induced copies of G in H. Whenever the intersection of two such 
copies of G contains an induced copy of F, we have an edge in F-G’(H) between the 
vertices representing these two copies of G. Thus, K,-K\(H) E L(H), the line graph of 
H. From the definitions we now have the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. H has k copies of G which pair-wise do not share an F ijff F-G’(H) has an 
independent set of size k. 
Since matching belongs to P we know that the independent set problem on line 
graphs also belongs to P. This result was extended by Minty [13] and Sbihi [14] (see 
also [ll]) to produce a polynomial time independent set algorithm for claw-free 
graphs (line graphs are a strict subset of claw-free graphs). We thus have the following 
results. 
Lemma 2. Zf G contains at most two induced copies of F, then the F-G’ packing problem 
belongs to P. 
Proof. Since G contains at most two induced copies of F, F-G’(H) is claw-free for all 
graphs H. 0 
Corollary 3. Given G with at most 2 edges, the K,-G’ packing problem belongs to P. 
We now turn our attention to KZ-GIIP NP-completeness results for connected G. 
3. NP-complete K2-G1” packing problems: connected G 
As in [3] many such NP-completeness results employ reductions from exact cover 
problems. The exact 3 couer problem (X3C) is defined as: Given set X with 1x1 = 3q 
and % a collection of 3-element subsets of elements of X, does 59 contain a subset V’ 
such that each element of X belongs to exactly one member of %‘. For x E X, d(x) 
denotes the number of 3-element subsets in %? which contain x. Thus, if V has an exact 
3 cover, then d(x) > 0 Vx E X. This problem was shown to be NP-complete by Karp 
[8]. The exact i cover problem for i > 3 (XiC) is defined similarly and is also 
NP-complete. We first show that the KZ-G’IP problem is NP-complete for any cyclic 
graph G (i.e. a graph that contains at least one cycle) and then turn our attention to the 
case where G is connected, has a pendant edge and has at least three edges. 
3.1. Kz-GtiP problems for G cyclic 
We first examine the K,-Cf’P (i > 3) problem and then generalize this to arbitrary 
cyclic graphs. Holyer [7] has already shown this problem to be NP-complete. 
Lemma 4. The K,-CflP (i b 3) problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. This proof follows the ideas of the Kz-KYP proof in [3] and reduces the X3C 
problem to the Kz-Cf’P problem. Given an instance X, 5% of X3C we construct a 
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graph H where each element of X is represented by an independent edge of H. For 
each triple (x, y, z) E %? we add the gadget presented in Fig. 1 to the 3 edges represent- 
ing x, y and z. Each of the 13 cycles Cj,, Cl, Cj, (1 < j 6 4) and CxYz is a Ci. In each such 
gadget 7 edge-disjoint copies of Ci may be chosen only if the “enforcer cycle” (C,,,) is 
chosen as well as the 3 Ci containing x, y and z, respectively (namely the C’s with 
superscript l), and the 3 Ci “kitty corner” to these cycles (namely the C’s with 
superscript 3). Furthermore, each edge which represents an element of X may only 
belong to 1 chosen Ci. Thus, at most q gadgets may contribute 7 cycles to an 
edge-disjoint packing for H; the remaining lW:I - q gadgets may contribute at most 
6 cycles to an edge-disjoint packing for H. If q gadgets do contribute 7 cycles, then it is 
easy to see that these q triples of elements of X form an exact 3 cover of X, and H has 
7q + 6(1%‘1 - q) = q + 61Vl edge-disjoint Ci. 
If X has an exact 3 cover W’, for each triple in $9’ choose the 7 copies of Ci described 
above; for each triple in %?/W choose the 6 copies of Ci that have superscript 2 or 4. 
These Ci are edge-disjoint and there are exactly 7q + 6( I%1 - q) = q + 6lWl of them. 
Thus, we see that X has an exact 3 cover iff there are q + 61Wl edge-disjoint copies 
of Ci in H. 0 
We now extend this idea to deal with any cyclic graph G. 
Theorem 5. The KZ-GvP problem is NP-complete for any connected cyclic graph G. 
Proof. As in Lemma 4 we use an instance of the X3C problem to construct a graph 
H where each element of X is represented by an independent edge of H. As outlined 
below we identify a particular chordless cycle C of G and take 13 copies of G to form 
a gadget similar to that of Fig. 1. The 13 copies of C are interrelated exactly as shown 
in Fig. 1. In the following we also specify how G/C is attached to its copy of C in the 
gadget. 
Case 1. There exists a chordless cycle C in G without a cut-point or a cut-edge (i.e. 
a vertex or edge, respectively, whose removal disconnects G). In this case it does not 
matter how each G/C is attached to its copy of C. As in the proof of Lemma 4, 
7 edge-disjoint copies of G may be chosen only if the copy of G containing the 
“enforcer cycle” is chosen as well as the 3 copies of G containing the cycles containing 
x, y and z, respectively (i.e. the ones containing the c’s with superscript l), and the 
3 “kitty-corner” copies of G (i.e. the ones containing the c’s with superscript 3). Thus, 
X has an exact 3 cover iff there are q + 6 [%I edge-disjoint copies of G in H. 
Case 2: All chordless cycles in G contain at least one cut-point or cut-edge and there 
exists chordless cycle C with a single cut-edge. We now make sure that for each copy of 
C (other than the “enforcer”) its copy of G\C shares an edge that is not an edge of any 
other copy of C in the gadget. For the “enforcer” cycle, G\C may be attached to any 
edge. The argument now proceeds as in Case 1. 
Case 3: All chordless cycles in G contain at least one cut-point or cut-edge and no 
chordless cycle contains a single cut-edge. Let C be a chordless cycle that contains 
exactly one cut-point. (Such a C clearly must exist.) For each C (other than the 
“enforcer”) its copy of G/C is attached to the vertex that is a member of 4 copies of 
C in the gadget. For the “enforcer cycle” G\C may be attached to any node of the 
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Fig. 1. -- represents paths containing at least one edge;. represents paths possibly with no edges, i.e. 
the endpoints may be identified. 
cycle. Now consider the graph G’ that consists of 4 copies of G\C all attached at the 
cut-node of C. (G’ is the subgraph that is attached to each of the 3 “centre” vertices in 
each gadget.) G’ may or may not contain a copy of G. If not, then the standard 
argument shows that X has an exact 3 cover iff there are q + 6)%1 edge-disjoint copies 
of G in H. If G’ does not contain a copy of G, then it is easy to show that X has an exact 
3 cover iff there are q + 9(%1 edge-disjoint copies of G in H. 0 
3.2. KZ-Gi’P problems for G with at least one pendant edge and three edges 
We now deal with the case where G is connected, has at least three edges and at least 
one pendant edge. This case includes all trees with at least three edges. Furthermore, 
Cohen and Tarsi [2] have independently proved that the K2-G’IP problem is NP- 
complete when G has at least three edges and there are 1 2 1 vertices of degree one 
adjacent to the same vertex r where degree(r) = 1 + 1. Their result is subsumed by the 
following. 
Theorem 6. The K2-G1’P problem is NP-complete for any connected graph G that has at 
least one pendant edge and three edges. 
Proof. The proof is based on a transformation from the XkC problem where k is the 
number of edges in G. In this transformation each element of X will be represented by 
an independent edge. Any k such edges that correspond to a subset in Ce will be 
“bonded together” by being identified with k special edges (called “via?) in a gadget 
J which we now construct. 
Let u be a leaf of G = (V, E) and e = (u, w) be the pendant edge in G incident with 
0. Let G,, denote G [ V\(v)] (i.e. G ,, is G with the pendant edge e and vertex u removed). 
We first form graph D by taking three copies of GO, namely U, M, L (upper lobe, 
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middle lobe, lower lobe), and adding the edges (w,, wM) and (wM, wL) as well as the 
edges (wU, y) and (wr,, z), where y and z are new vertices. The edge (wu, y) is called 
a “via”. See Fig. 2(b) for the D graph formed from the graph G illustrated in Fig. 2(a). 
We now construct the graph J (the gadget that will “bond together” k elements of 
X that form a subset in ‘3). We start with a copy of G called B (the “base” of J) and 
k copies of D where each edge in B will be associated with a distinct copy of D. We 
form J by identifying the edge of B with the edge (wr, z) in its copy of D. Since all edges 
are undirected, this identification is done arbitrarily. See Fig. 2(c) for the J formed 
from the D in Fig. 2(b). J has k vias. 
Given an instance X, %? of the XkC problem we now construct the graph H to 
represent it. To each element Xi in X we associate an independent edge in H. Each 
k subset in ‘3 will be represented by a copy of J where the k vias in J are arbitrarily 
identified with the edges representing the k elements in the subset. 
” e w -4 
(a) G 
/--- 
/ \ 
z 
‘1 \ 
1, / 
(b) D 
Fig. 2. Graphs (a) G, (b) D and (c) J 
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We now claim that H has (3k + 1)q + 3k( )%I - q) edge-disjoint copies of G (both 
partial and induced subgraphs) iff X has an exact k-cover. 
(F) Assume 97’ is an exact k cover of X. For each subset in %’ we pack 3k + 1 
edge-disjoint copies of G by choosing the base in J and the 3k other copies as 
illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Note that all k vias in J are included in these copies of G. For 
each subset in %?\%” we can pack 3k edge-disjoint copies of G as illustrated in Fig. 3 (b). 
Now no via in J is included in these copies of G. Thus, all copies of G are pairwise 
edge-disjoint. 
( a) We now assume we have a packing P consisting of (3k + 1)q + 3k( lW[ - q) 
edge-disjoint copies of G. We first prove the following five observations. 
(Obl) Each edge in H is included in exactly one copy of G in P. 
(Ob2) All edges in a middle lobe belong to a single copy of G in P. Assuming (Ob2) 
we say that the copy of G in P containing all edges in a middle lobe is up (resp. down) if 
G also contains the edge (wM, wu) (resp. (wM, wL)). 
(Ob3) For each J in H, the copies of G in P corresponding to middle lobes in J are 
either all up or all down. 
(Ob4) For each J in H either all edges in B form a single copy of G in P or each edge 
in B belongs to a distinct copy of G in P. 
(Ob5) Exactly q J’s have their bases forming a single copy of G in P. 
The B is also chosen. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 3. Proof of the if part. 
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(Obl) is obvious since H has [(3k + 1)q + 3k()Vl - q)]k edges. This also estab- 
lishes the fact that the proof works for both induced packings and partial packings. 
To prove (Ob2), we first note that at most two subgraphs G1 and Gz isomorphic to 
G may contain edges in a middle lobe M. This is because if we had three such 
subgraphs, then two of them must contain edge e = (We, wL) or e’ = (We, wv) (see 
Fig. 4) and those edges in M not belonging to these two subgraphs are not con- 
nected to the rest of the graph H and thus cannot be made a part of a subgraph 
isomorphic to G. 
Let G1 (G2) be a subgraph in the packing P containing e (or e’ respectively) in Fig. 4, 
which is isomorphic to G and contains a part of the middle lobe M. Let AM (BM) be the 
set of edges in H belonging to both G1 (G2) and M, and let A be the set of edges in 
H belonging to Gi but not in M u {e}. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
1 AM) 2 1 B, I. Let GM be a subgraph isomorphic to G consisting of all the edges of the 
middle lobe M (let the edge set of M be EM) and e (see Fig. 4). Since G1 = (E,) and 
GM = (EM u (e>> are both isomorphic to G, where (E) denotes an induced subgraph 
of an edge set E, there exists a one-to-one mapping g from El to EM u {e} that 
preserves the incidence relation. Let us begin with the cut-edge e = (wL, We) in G1 (see 
Fig. 4). The edge must correspond to a cut-edge el in GM. We first show that el cannot 
belong to BM. If it did, then either (g(A) u {er}) or (g(&) u {el}), where g(A) is the 
image of A by g, must be mapped into BM because (A,) and (B,) are connected, 
share vertex We and e, is a cut-edge. However, neither (g(A) u {ei}) nor 
(g(A,) u (el} ) can be included in BM because IA 1 = IBM1 and I AMI 3 IBM 1, respec- 
tively, which is a contradiction. Thus, e, must belong to AM. As (BM) and (A,) are 
connected and joined through vertex WM, e1 must separate (A,) into two parts 
(g(A)) and (Ah). At this stage we have determined the nature of edge el in GM. But 
Fig. 4. Proof of (Ob2) in Theorem 6. 
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e1 also belongs to G1 . With this in mind, let e2 in GM be the edge corresponding to el . 
Similar reasoning as above leads to the fact that e2 belongs to (Ah) and in fact 
separates (Ah) into (g2(A)) and (A&), with (g2 (A)) being isomorphic to (A). It is 
now clear that the continuation of this argument will lead to a contradiction. Note 
that g’(A) n g”(A) = 0 for 1 # m, 1, m 2 1, as g is an isomorphism, where 
g’(A) = &7- 1(4). 
To prove (Ob3), suppose J has p up middle lobes (0 < p < k) and (k - p) down 
middle lobes. Now let B+ denote the maximal connected subgraph of J containing the 
base B obtained by removing all the edges covered by copies of G in P corresponding 
to middle lobes in J. The number of edges in B+ is kp + (k - l)(k - p) + k = k2 + p. 
This number k2 + p is not, however, a multiple of k; thus we cannot cover all the edges 
of B+ by packing subgraphs isomorphic to G, contradicting (Obl). 
The proof of (Ob4) immediately follows the proof of (Ob3). 
To prove (Ob5) we first examine the (w,, wv) edges that are incident with 
an edge xi. We now show that exactly one of these edges is an up edge (i.e. is 
included in an up copy of G in P). If this were not true then consider K, the maximal 
connected subgraph containing xi obtained by removing all copies of G (in P) 
that contain a middle lobe whose wM node is adjacent to an end-node of Xi. 
By (Obl) the number of edges in K must be a multiple of k, which is possible iff exactly 
one of the (wM, wU) edges incident with Xi is up. Now (Ob5) follows from (Ob4) 
and (Ob3). 
Finally, if we let %’ be the set of all k tuples in V whose J graphs have the property 
that their B’s form a single copy of G in P, we see that $7’ is a solution to our given 
instance of the XkC problem. 0 
4. NP-complete K2-fYp packing problems: disconnected G 
We now assume that G consists of connected components G1, G2, . .., Gk where 
k 3 2 and w.1.o.g. each component has at least two vertices. Not surprisingly, if at least 
one of these components contains more than two edges then the K,-G’IP packing 
problem is NP-complete. 
Lemma 7. If G has a connected component containing more than two edges, then the 
K2-G’IP packing problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. Assume G1 is a component of G with the maximum number of vertices, and 
amongst he components with this number of vertices G1 has the maximum number of 
edges. Since G1 has more than two edges and is connected, it is known from Theorem 
5 or Theorem 6 that the K2-G’JP packing problem is NP-complete. In these proofs 
a graph H and integer k were constructed such that H has k edge-disjoint copies of 
G1 iff there exists an exact i cover of a given instance of XiC for some appropriate i. 
We now use the same reduction but augment H by adding k disjoint copies of G\G, . 
Clearly, this new graph H’ will have k edge-disjoint copies of G iff an exact i cover 
exists for the same given instance of XiC. 0 
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The only problems left to be resolved are the K1-G’IP packing problems where 
G consists of CI copies of K2 and /I copies of P,. We are not able to resolve completely 
these problems for the edge-disjoint partial packing problems. The rest of this section 
deals with edge-disjoint induced packing problems; we show that we can determine 
the complexity status of all remaining such problems. From Corollary 3 we note that 
the K,-K\, K,-2K\ and the K2-Pi packing problems all belong to P. We now deal 
with all other values of CI and /I. 
Lemma 8. If G = aKz LJ /?P3 where the number of edges in G is greater than 2, then the 
K2-G’ packing problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. The reduction here is from the X(a + 2p)C problem. Given an instance X, V of 
X(cr + 2B)C we construct a graph H as follows: each element of X is represented by an 
individual vertex xj of H. Each a + 28 tuple in %? is represented by a set tree 
constructed from a K1, a+B. To each of c( of the leaves of the K1, a+B we identify the 
endpoint of a new KZ; to each of the remaining /3 leaves we identify the midpoint of 
a new P,. (See Fig. 5, which also shows how an induced copy of aKa v BP3 may be 
chosen.) The CI + 2/? leaves of the set are identified with the a + 2p Xi nodes represent- 
ing the elements in the a + 2/I tuple. 
The edges of the set trees that are incident to the xj nodes are called connector edges. 
Each Xj is incident with d(xj) connector edges. We now add d(xj) - 1 pendant graphs 
to xj. Each such pendant graph will need exactly one more edge in order to contain an 
induced copy of G. Later we will add edges so that a connector edge incident to Xj is 
the only candidate for the missing edge. Thus, these pendant graphs will each 
“consume” one connector edge incident with Xj, thereby leaving exactly one connec- 
tor edge which may belong to a set tree (i.e. may be chosen by an c( + 28 tuple). 
The pendant graph is built on a P, where 2 = 3a + 48 - 2. Starting from one end of 
the path, number the vertices 1,2, . . . , 1. Vertex 1 is identified with xj; a + p - 1 other 
vertices of the path will be designated midpoints. The length of the path is chosen so 
that with the addition of a single edge (i.e. a connector edge) an induced copy of 
aK, v BP3 exists in this augmented path. With the addition of further edges, the 
midpoints separate the various copies of Kz and P, and are chosen as follows: if /I # 0, 
vertices 4, 8, 12, . . . are designated as midpoints until either p vertices have been 
chosen or the path has been exhausted (i.e. CI = 0 and b - 1 nodes are chosen). If a # 0 
then set the variable base to 4/I (i.e. base = 0 if /I = 0 and is the last chosen midpoint if 
/I # 0). We now designate the vertices base + 3, base + 6, base + 9, . . . as midpoints 
until tl - 1 vertices have been chosen. We now form a clique on the midpoints and the 
end of the path identified with xj (i.e. vertex 1). See Fig. 6 for such pendant graphs for 
various values of CI and /I. This figure also shows how the induced copy of CXK~ v /?P3 
is chosen. 
We now want to force the only induced copies of CtK2 u BP, in H to be chosen from 
set trees or pendant graphs plus a connector edge. To do this we add the following 
edges to H: 
(i) All possible edges between different pendant graphs \{Xj> (i.e. no edges are 
added amongst vertices representing elements of X). 
(ii) All possible edges between all nonleaf vertices of the different set trees. 
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Fig. 5. 
a=O,/3=2,1=6 connector edge 
1 2 3 
f4 
5 6 Y 
\ 
“j 
mid-point (4 
connector edge 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7\ 
2 / 
mid-points 
xj @) 
cr=2,p=2,1=12 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 11 12 2 
\ f /’ “j 
mid-points (cl 
Fig. 6. Pendant graphs for (a) c( = 0, fl= 2, I = 6, (b) c( = 3, /? = 0, I = 7, (c) c( = 2, fl = 2, I = 12. 
(iii) All possible edges between each pendant graph \{xj} and the nonleaf vertices 
of all set trees which do not have a connector edge incident with Xj. 
(iv) If the set tree does have a connector edge incident with xj (call this edge (xi, Yj)) 
then add the edges described in (iii) except for the edges to the yj vertices. 
Clearly the induced embedding of clKz u /?P3 in the pendant graphs (plus a connec- 
tor edge) and the set trees are preserved with the addition of the new edges. A straight- 
forward argument shows that no other induced copies of Sz u PP, may exist in H. 
We now claim that H has (a + 2fl)l%?\ - (a + 2p - 1)q edge-disjoint copies of 
czKZ u /?P3 iff X has an exact (CL + 28) cover. 
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(e) Given W’ an exact (GI + 28) cover, for each of the q(a + 2/I) triples in ‘Z’ place 
its set tree in the packing P. At this point, each node Xj has exactly one incident 
connector edge “taken” by a chosen xK2 v pP3. At each node xj we choose d(xj) - 1 
other copies of clKz v BP3 by taking one from each pendant graph together with 
a connector edge. Clearly all of the ccK2 v j3P3 in P are edge-disjoint and there are 
4 + CCd(xj) - l) = 4 + CR + 28) lgx( - (a + 2P)q 
XI 
= (a + 2P)(Vl - (a + 2p - 1)q 
such copies. 
( a) Now suppose we have P, a maximum cardinality edge-disjoint packing of 
clKz v j?Pg in H where 1 PI 3 (a + 2fi) I%? - (a + 2/I - 1)q. From the properties of 
H we know that each copy of crK, v /IP, in P is either from a set tree or from 
a pendant graph plus a connector edge. There are, however, exactly 
(a + 2/I)( 55’1 - (a + 2p)q pendant graphs and if all of these graphs plus a connector 
edge contribute one aK, v BP3 then at most q set trees also may be chosen to 
contribute an ctK, v /?P3. If q such set trees may be chosen then they define an exact 
(a + 28) cover of X. Suppose now that only p pendant graphs contribute an 
MK~ v /?P, to P where p + a = (II + 2fi)l%‘l - (a + 2p)q, a > 0. Thus, q’, the number 
of stK, v /3P, in P that come from set trees, satisfies q’ 3 q + a. Since each set tree 
consumes a + 28 connector edges, p d (IX + 2fi)I%‘l - (a + 2/?)q - (tl + 2fi)(q’ - q). 
Thus, p + (c( + 2/3)a < (E + 2p) )%?I - (a + 2/?)q, which contradicts p + a = 
(CX + 2p)I%l - (a + 2p)q and a > 0. 0 
The complexity status of the K,-G’ and K2-GP packing problems for connected 
G can thus be summarized as the following theorems. 
Theorem 9. If G has at most two edges then the K2-G’ packing problem belongs to P. Zf 
G has at least three edges then the K2-G’ packing problem in NP-complete. 
Theorem 10. If G is K2 or P3 then the K2-GP packing problem belongs to P. If G has 
a connected component with at least three edges then the K2-GP packing problem is 
NP-complete. 
5. Concluding remarks 
Having settled the complexity of the K2-G’ packing problem it is natural to 
examine the status of the F-G’ packing problem for arbitrary F and G. From Lemma 
2, Theorem 9 as well as the Kirkpatrick-Hell result for F = K1 mentioned in 
Section 1, we are led to the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 11. If G has at most two induced copies of F then the F-G’ packing 
problem belongs to P (proved in Lemma 2). If G has at least three induced copies of 
F then the F-G’ packing problem is NP-complete. 
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The status of the K2-GP packing problem is not completely resolved. As indicated 
in Theorem 10, the only remaining cases are where G = G~K~ u jlP3, a + /I > 1. If 
polynomial algorithms exist for these cases then we would have a direct analogy with 
the Kirkpatrick-Hell result for the Ki-GP problems mentioned in Section 1. 
F-G’lP packing problems are also of interest when various restrictions such as 
planarity or being a tree are placed on the host graphs. (See [12] for K2-GP problems 
where the host is restricted to being a tree.) Furthermore, the notion of F-G”P packing 
can also be extended to F-9”’ packing where both 9 and 9 are families of graphs. 
This generalized problem includes ordinary packings where cardinality conditions are 
placed on the packings. For example, the problem of packing as many copies of G as 
possible such that no two copies share more than i vertices may be stated as the 
F-Q”’ packing problem where @- = {FI i < ) F ( < 1 G I}. The Kl-‘3’/P problem has 
been studied extensively; see [lo] for a recent survey. 
Finally, we turn to the problem of decomposition which is closely related to 
edge-disjoint packing. The problem of G decomposition is: given a graph H, is 
H expressible as the edge-disjoint union of copies of G. This problem can be resolved 
in polynomial time when G is tK,, t 2 3 [l] or K2 u P3 [S]. In [6] Holyer conjec- 
tured that the problem is NP-complete whenever G is connected with at least three 
edges. As pointed out in [2] Holyer did not require connectivity; however, there are 
disconnected counterexamples. Clearly, any NP-completeness result for the G de- 
composition problem carries over to an NP-completeness result for the K2-GP 
packing problem. The converse only holds when the proof of the packing problem 
produces a perfect packing (i.e. each edge belongs to a copy of G). Theorem 6 has such 
a proof. 
Note added in proof. Recently the Holyer Conjecture mentioned in the last paragraph 
was solved by D. Dor and M. Tarsi. [Graph decomposition is NPC - A complete 
proof, in: Proceedings of the 24th Annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing 
(1992) 252-263.1 
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